
VELA Eid Abaya for Muslim Women 

Buying a Vela Eid abaya is a significant decision for a Muslim woman and a woman of any religious 

background. There are so many different styles available in the market, which can be pretty confusing. 

Luckily, you should know a few things about the different types of abayas available to help you make your 

decision. 

Hijab-Ista 

VELA eid abaya is a traditional Islamic dress worn by 

Muslim women in the Holy month of Ramadan, and it is 

a loose black garment covering the body except for the 

head. The garment is a popular choice for Muslim 

women. It is considered to be a symbol of faith. It is 

worn during Islamic Holiday celebrations and Mosque 

visits. 

Vela clothing presents an exclusive range of Islamic 

dresses. It is available in various colors, and the designs 

are contemporary and traditional. Its prices are also 

affordable. It is an ideal gift for the Muslim woman in 

your life. 

There are many Muslim-owned fashion labels in the 

United States. These labels aim to bring together a 

community of Muslim women by teaching them to 

wear modest clothing and to be proud of their bodies. 

They are also creating a positive image of hijab-wearing 

women. As a result, these labels are helping to create a 

revolution in the fashion industry. 

Inayah 

Whether you're looking for an abaya, hijab, or formal occasion dress, you'll find something to suit your 

modest style at Inayah. They also offer a good selection of jewelry to complement any outfit. The site is easy 

to navigate and offers free shipping on orders of at least $100. You can also engage with other members of 

the Inayah community. 

The site has some great features, such as a loyalty scheme that allows you to earn points for your purchases 

and gifts. They also have an eCommerce store stocked with modest fashion and accessories. It's easy to see 

why this store has garnered so much attention. The quality is good, and the prices are reasonable. They also 

 

https://velascarves.com/collections/eid-sale


offer a store-wide half-off sale for the Eid holiday. It is a great way to find unique clothing for the Eid 

festivities. 

The site also has a helpful blog offering fashion tips and advice. They also have an excellent Instagram profile 

that allows you to browse their latest offerings. 

Louella 

Whether you are looking for a gift for your Muslim woman or are interested in incorporating modest fashion 

into your wardrobe, there are plenty of subtle clothing labels to choose from. Many of these labels are 

designed in the United States and create beautiful and modest clothing. These designers aim to develop 

confidence in Muslim women and encourage them to love and be proud of their hijabs. 

Are you looking for an elegant dress to celebrate Eid al Fitr? 

Look no further than the Abaya Collection. This online 

company has an impressive line of modest fashion, 

including dresses, skirts, and more. It has something for 

everyone and is even available for free shipping during 

Ramadan. The website is also easy to navigate, and the blog 

contains tips for choosing the perfect dress. 

There are also many smaller indie apparel brands that you 

can check out. For example, the website of this UK-based 

company offers gorgeous jewelry and accessories, including 

beautiful hijabs, abayas, and other modest dresses. The 

company also offers a free international shipping option. 

Ahfif 

During Ramadan, you may notice some big-name clothing 

stores and websites begin to sell Ramadan collections. 

These collections typically contain dresses, maxi skirts, and 

hijabs. However, there are also smaller indie clothing 

brands for Muslim women. While these companies are not 

as large as the major brands, they are providing Muslim 

women with beautiful clothing and accessories that are 

both stylish and modest. Here are a few of them: 

Inayah is an upscale clothing and jewelry line for women of all ages. They offer formal occasion dresses, 

modest dresses, and jewelry that complement any outfit. They also have an extensive collection of abayas. 

They are based out of the UK and have a unique style that is not over the top. They have a line of hooded 

jackets as well. They are a bit pricier but also designed with style and comfort in mind. 
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